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Abstract657
This article assesses the impact of Europeanization on the minority protection policies in Bulgaria. The diffusion
of European norms into European Union and the declaration of the Copenhagen Criteria in 1993 marked the
respect for minority rights as a condition for EU membership, which is defined as part of the “acquis
communitaire” of the European Union. 658 In this paper, I ask “which domestic factors lead to the
Europeanization of minority policies” to analyze the impact of Europeanization on the minority policies in
Bulgaria. Utilizing the data from European Union official documents and reports from the year of official
candidacy to accession, I explore the influence of the “significant institutions” and “mobilization of ethnic
minorities” on the Europeanization process of minority protection rights in Bulgaria.
Keywords: ethnic minorities, Europeanization, Turks, Roma, Bulgaria
1. Introduction659
The European Union links the “membership conditionality” to minority protection, which refers to the policy
changes and legislative reforms in the candidate states that are determined by the “Copenhagen criteria” in
1993.660 These criteria included the rule of law, stable democratic institutions, respect for human rights and
respect for minorities. The candidate states of the EU are required to make policy changes in these areas before
becoming official member. This policy transfer is called Europeanization and the key concept of this article.661 In
the literature, Europeanization is usually defined as the interactions and impact of the EU on domestic actors and
structures.662 According to Borzel and Risse, the EU has an impact on the cultural norms and national identities
of both the candidate and member states.663 Therefore, Europeanization is not limited to changes in political and
administrative structures and policy changes but European values are also to some degree internalized at the
domestic level, shaping discourses and identities.664 This argument is based on the idea that further political
integration is necessary for a closer union.
Accordingly, respect for human rights became part of the required changes for further integration. The
transformation of the character of the European Union and the diffusion of European norms facilitated a
significant improvement in the protection of the minority rights.665 This article aims to analyze the process of
Europeanization on the minority policies in Bulgaria which is a new EU joiner after negotiations focused on the
problems of minorities specifically about ethnic Russians. To understand this process, this article covers
Bulgaria’s Europeanization process from Bulgaria’s official candidacy for European Union membership in 1998
until its accession in 2007 as this time frame is under the impact of EU conditionality. Specifically, the goal is to
answer the following research question “under which domestic conditions are the minority protection measures
adopted and maintained in the new EU Member States”? To answer the question, I look at the influence of the
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“position of the governments”, the “veto players” and the “mobilization of ethnic minorities” as three major
domestic conditions that would have impact on the Europeanization of minority protection policies in Bulgaria.
This study adopts a qualitative case study analysis of Bulgaria using a longitudinal perspective based upon the
official documents of European Union and academic literature. The generalizability of case study results can be
increased by the strategic selection of cases. Case selection therefore is an integral part of a good research
strategy to achieve well-defined objectives of the study. Hence the case selection for this research follows two
criteria; (1) a significant conflict between EU rules and the initial situation in the candidate state and (2) the size
of minority groups. For a better analysis, I select Bulgaria with size of ethnic minorities greater than 25% within
the whole state population due to two large ethnic groups; Turks and Roma.
Thus, as a contribution to the literature of Europeanization, this study reveals how effective the domestic factors
are in determining a candidate state’s attitude towards the Europeanization process for minority protection. As a
contribution to the literature on ethnic politics, it illustrates the situation of ethnic Turks and Roma in Bulgaria.
Unlike the previous studies on the topic, this article specifically analyzes the impact of domestic factors on the
process. As a broader contribution to the literature, the analysis of Bulgaria as a case is applicable to the other
Central and Eastern European members of the EU, where there are significant number of ethnic minorities.
This article has six sections. After a brief introduction to the research, the second section is an introduction to the
theoretical framework with a focus on Europeanization and the literature on Central and Eastern European states.
Following this is a brief outline of the historical background of ethnic Turks and Roma in Bulgaria that provides
the reasons for the current conflicts. The fourth part details what EU conditions and demands exist with regards
to minority protection, in particular for Bulgaria. The fifth section is both an analysis of the Europeanization
process in Bulgaria with a focus on compliance with minority protection policies of the EU and a discussion of
the two variables “the position of governments”, “veto players” and “mobilization of ethnic minorities” as the
domestic factors that have impact on the process. The conclusion then summarizes the findings and examines the
relationship between the theory and the actual practices within the European Union in regards to minority
protection as a policy area.
2. Theoretical Framework
Europeanization has become one of the most widely used theoretical approaches for studying the EU and its
influence on the current and future EU member states and has emerged as an “academically developing
industry”.666 There is a burgeoning literature on conceptualizing the term and identifying how this process might
shape a country’s internal politics. There is considerable debate about how to define “Europeanization”.667 The
term is generally used with regard to “the domestic impact of the EU” thus constitutes a crucial concept for
analyzing the Union's transformative power through diffusion of ideas namely rules, values and norms.668
The literature in Europeanization studies has traditionally focused on bottom-up perspective analyzing the
impact of its transformative power on the states that have already joined the EU.669 Cowles et al. have used
Europeanization to describe the emergence and the development at the European level of distinct structures of
governance, that is of political, legal, and social institutions associated with political problem-solving which
formalizes interactions among the actors, and of policy networks specializing in the creation of authoritative
rules.670 According to Borzel uploading is also a way to minimize the costs that the implementation of European
norms and rules may impose on member states’ constituencies.671 Therefore, member states have an incentive to
upload their domestic policies to the European level in order to minimize the costs of EU adaptation.672 The
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member states seek to shape European policy-making according to their interests. Borzel and Risse explain
Europeanization as a process of construction, diffusion and institutionalization of rules, procedures and policy
paradigms and shared beliefs and norms which are first defined and consolidated in the making of EU public
policy and politics and then incorporated in the logic of domestic discourse, identities, political structures and
public policies.673
Europeanization is not limited to changes in political and administrative structures and policy changes but
European values are also to some degree internalized at the domestic level, shaping discourses and identities.674
Kurzer defined Europeanization as an institutional adjustment to wider European rules, structures, and styles and
the diffusion of informal understandings and meanings of EU norms.675 This argument is based on the idea that
further political integration is necessary for a closer union. Featherstone and Radaelli (2003) called this
“domestic assimilation” and stressed the importance of the change in the logic of political behavior in the
member states by arguing that Europeanization involves the domestic assimilation of EU policy and politics.676
Similarly, Bulmer and Radaelli argued that the concept of Europeanization is different from EU policy making
and thus, the creation of a shared understanding of policy through learning on the part of the states is important
for the success of Europeanization.677
Regarding the influence of Europeanization on the Central and Eastern states, Grabbe states that the EU’s longterm influence works primarily through persuasion and voluntary adaptation rather than exclusion and coercion,
because after accession, the future of policies cannot be envisioned clearly.678 Grabbe refers to Europeanization
as an ambiguous process despite the EU’s enormous potential to influence the public policy in candidate
countries.679 Therefore, for the Central and Eastern European members Europeanization started as “a process of
meeting of accession requirements and the adoption of EU norms, policies and institutional models” although it
aimed to be a process of “moving beyond communist legacies and regaining a full role in the European political
and economic space.”680 Focusing on the policy areas concerned with regulating the movement of persons in all
Central and Eastern European countries between 1989 and 2004, Grabbe finds that requirements had not been
entirely fulfilled in these states due to the inconsistency and lack of precision in the Union’s membership
criteria.681
The policy field of human rights and minority protection is another one of the areas that Europeanization process
follows a slower pattern. While most of the Central and Eastern European states “consistently aimed towards
European integration” to solidify their economic and political status as liberal democracies, they first had to
reconcile Western European norms regarding the protection of minority rights with their own laws and
standards.682 Thus, the analysis of the “Europeanization” of Central and Eastern Europe generally focuses on the
interplay of contemporary international and domestic conditions. Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier provide an
explanation for this process by suggesting that the adoption of democratic and human rights norms as well as EU
legal norms depends on the size and credibility of tangible, material incentives provided by external actors as
well as on the political costs that target governments suffer when adopting and implementing these rules
domestically.683
Many of these countries that used to rest behind the Iron Curtain have problems with democratic ideals. As a
result, adoption of the rules about the protection of minorities required by the EU’s Copenhagen Criteria and the
Council of Europe’s Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities is not easy. In addition to
these difficulties, Central and Eastern European states face the dilemmas existing within the Union itself about
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minority protection policies. Rechel lists these dilemmas within the European Union’s minority rights policy
itself as the lack of minority rights standards within the EU; superficial monitoring of candidate states; concern
for regional stability rather than minority protections; and the double standard that require Central and Eastern
European states to adopt minority rights policy while Western European states did not.684 Despite these problems
within the Union, evidence of the impact of the EU conditionality on minority protection is present and presents
the treatment of ethnic minorities in Eastern and Central Europe as one of the most vivid cases of successful EU
conditionality.685
3. Background of Ethnic Turks and Roma in Bulgaria
Bulgaria is a parliamentary democracy with a legal system based on civil law. Due to suppression of
ethnic minorities Bulgaria has long suffered from problems as a post-Soviet state. The process starting with
Bulgaria’s candidacy to the European Union pointed to the need for revisions in the Bulgaria’s policies in
minority protection and human rights. Regarding the situation of the ethnic minorities and the process of the
Europeanization in the human rights and minority protection issues in Bulgaria, this chapter analyzes the
situation of two largest ethnic minority groups in Bulgaria: Roma and Turks.
According to the demographic sources the majority group constitutes about 84 percent of the total
population in the country. The largest minorities are the Turks, who constitute about 9.4 percent of the total
population. The Turkish population is concentrated in three of the nine administrative regions of Bulgaria. The
second largest ethnic minority group is the Roma population who constitute about 4.6 percent of the population,
according to official statistics. 686 The Roma population lives in different parts of the country across Bulgaria.
The Russian, Armenian, Macedonians, Greeks, Ukrainians, Jews, and Romanians constitute less than one
percent of the total population in Bulgaria.687 (See Table 1.1)
Table 1.1. Total Population and the Percentage of Ethnic Minorities in Bulgaria688

BULGARIA

Population

Percentage of Ethnic Minorities in overall Population

7.6 million

Turk 9.4 %
Roma 4.6 %
Others (Russian, Armenian, Macedonians, Greeks, Ukrainians, Jews, and
Romanians)2 %

4. The European Union’s Pre-Accession Conditionality and Demands
The European Commission’s Opinion on the EU Membership of Bulgaria reported the missing policies
in the field of human rights and minority protection in the country regarding the acquis communitaire for EU
membership. Bulgaria was criticized for not being a signatory of the Council of Europe’s Framework
Convention on Minorities and the Recommendation 1201 of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe, which provides for the collective rights of minorities although it was not legally binding. 689
In terms of the minority protection policies, the European Commission pointed to the situation of two
ethnic minority groups in Bulgaria: Turks and the Roma population. The situation of the Turkish minority, which
had suffered considerable discrimination before 1989 under the Communist regime, improved after the collapse
of the Zhivkov government. The Turkish minorities gained representation in the parliament in 1990s. As of
1997, 15 members of the Turkish minority were representing their community in Parliament. 690 In terms of
linguistic rights, the Turkish minority had the right to receive education in their own language. However,
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restriction of the ethnic languages to be used for official communications in areas specifically where minorities
represent a significant percentage of the population was reported to be a problem in Bulgaria. 691 In addition to
these problems, poverty and economic inequalities are documented to be the major problems facing the ethnic
minorities in Bulgaria.
Although, Turks were seen to be more integrated, the Roma population was reported to suffer
considerable discrimination in daily life, including violence either directly by the police or by individuals whom
the police did not always prosecute. 692 Their social position was difficult, though here sociological factors
played a part alongside the discrimination they suffered from the rest of the population. 693 The European
Commission Annual Progress Reports on Bulgaria consistently analyzed the minority protection policies and
respect for human rights issues under two topics; social integration and economic situation.
4.1. Social Integration
According to the European Commission reports on the human rights issues in Bulgaria published
between 1998 and 2007, the ethnic minorities in Bulgaria faced discrimination in all spheres of social life
including political representation, education health and housing issues. The current Bulgarian Constitution
forbids the establishment of parties on ethnic and religious basis. The article 11 of the Constitution states that
“political parties may not be founded on ethnic, racial or religious basis”. 694 Enforcement of this provision led to
the disqualification of several minority parties from participation in the electoral process. Nevertheless, the
Roma population had a few representatives in the Bulgarian Parliament under the main stream parties. However,
as these representatives were elected as candidates of the mainstream parties, they failed to bring the problems
about Roma population to the parliament because of the fear of losing their position. Although the nongovernmental organizations have been the most active parties in the struggle for improvement of the Roma’s
situation in Bulgaria, they did not succeed in bringing attention to the situation of Roma. Turks followed a
different way in political participation. The Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF), although it is
predominantly Turkish, has never admitted this openly in official documents or in its public activity. 695
As the crimes conducted by the Roma were often presented in the media widely, the image of the Roma
as the only criminals was deep-rooted in the Bulgarian society. Thus, the bad image of the Roma has been
prominent despite the various attempts from the Bulgarian Roma organizations to end the ethnically related
stereotyping. 696 The negative portrayal of Roma by the society has largely contributed to the prejudiced attitude
of both the society and the authorities towards the Roma.697 The high crime rate among the Roma population and
the media-promoted image of Roma as criminals have increased the rate of the abuse of Roma by the police in
Bulgaria, which was one of the factors attracted attention from the European Commission. 698
According to the reports by the European Roma Rights Centre, Roma have been subject to severe
beatings and the use of threats by the police and were detained on remand far more often than non-Roma
citizens, being kept there for inordinately long periods. 699 ERRC claim that Bulgarian courts followed a
xenophobic attitude toward the minorities. Minor crimes carried out by the Roma are punished more severely
than the more serious crimes carried out by non-Roma.700
Despite the discriminative attitudes toward Roma, the linguistic rights have not been seen as a big
problem. According to Tomova (1995), in Bulgaria, 90 per cent of the Roma population speaks Romani, which
is the highest percentage among the European countries, but only roughly 50 per cent of them speak Romani at
home on a regular basis.701 With the collapse of the Zhivkov government, Roma have been free to use Romani at
691
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home and in minority communication. However, ECCR reports showed that an interesting regulation regarding
language was the prohibition of the use of any language other than Bulgarian during visitation hours in prisons,
and also allowing the use of a translator at the expense of the imprisoned. 702 According to Tomova (1995),
because of their ease in accepting the surrounding language traditionally and the assimilation policies in the past,
most Roma speak Bulgarian, Turkish or Vlach, because these mainstream languages are considered to be more
“prestigious” and claimed to be the “mother tongue” by Roma in various surveys. 703 Similarly, the ethnic
Turkish minority had been free to express itself in its mother tongue in private and in public before Bulgaria’s
EU candidacy. Furthermore, ethnic Turks were not allowed to display traditional local names, street names and
other topographical indications in their mother tongue, in contradiction to the Council of Europe’s Framework
Convention on the Protection of National Minorities. 704
Getting education in their language was not possible for Roma before the collapse of the Communist
regime in Bulgaria, despite the fact that Romani is defined as a “mother tongue” by the Constitution, and thus
could be studied up to four hours per week as an elective course in schools. 705 Before EU candidacy of Bulgaria,
the governments agreed that the lack of qualified teachers to teach in the Roma language, and the lack of desire
on behalf of the Roma to have their children study Romani, have prevented the spread of the initiative for ethnic
education. 706 Although the restrictions on the Turkish language were also lifted after the collapse of the
Communist regime, the teaching of minority languages at school was not implemented evenly. Although,
Turkish minority activists expressed their desire to improve mother tongue teaching by including it in the regular
school curriculum and also by teaching some subjects in Turkish, the Minister of Education, Ilcho Dimitrov,
clearly stated that Turkish schools would not be allowed to exist in Bulgaria and that Turks were free to go to
Turkey if they wanted so. 707
The issue of minority broadcast media is also related to the linguistic rights in Bulgaria. The post-1989
legislation allows for a relatively broad freedom of the press in Bulgaria. The Turkish-dominated Turkish
Movement of Rights and Freedoms (MRF), founded in 1990, asked for broadcasting in ethnic languages. The
Bulgarian National Radio started some programs in Turkish in 1993, but this practice was terminated in 1994.
Programming in Romani has not been considered. 708 The 1996 Law on Radio and Television put an end to any
hopes for broadcasts in minority languages as it included a requirement that country wide broadcasts can only be
transmitted in Bulgarian.
4.2. Economic Challenges for the Ethnic Minorities
The discrimination towards the Roma population in society, which is mostly shaped with the prejudice
due to high crime rate among the Roma population depends on poverty and poor economic conditions
especially.709 Job discrimination is part of the reason behind the Roma’s poverty, and is consistently referred in
European Commission Annual Progress Reports on Bulgaria between 1998 and 2007. The Roma’s economic
situation, which has never been good, deteriorated sharply after 1989 as a consequence of the general economic
crisis in Bulgaria. The unemployment rate of Roma population increased to a level much higher than the
country’s average.710 Besides being less educated and less skilled, Roma suffered from the prejudices discussed
in the Bulgarian society.
Similar to the Roma population, the economic strains were the major problems that the Turkish ethnic
minorities were facing according to European Commission documents. Most of the ethnic Turks live in the
countryside in Bulgaria and have less access to work opportunities, educational, cultural and health-care
facilities. According to Minority Rights Group International report in 1991, towards the end of Communist
regime the Turkish minorities in Bulgaria constituted from 15 to 20 per cent of the work force in the tobacco
growing areas in the south and the wheat growing areas in the northeast. 711 It was these branches of agriculture
that suffered most from the massive immigration of Turks to Turkey in 1989. Also, there have been conflicts
between Turkish tobacco producers and the state monopoly for tobacco (Bulgartabak) over the low price paid to
702
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the producers, which was intervened by the pro-Turkish party, the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF)
for higher prices. 712 The law on privatization of farmland passed in 1992 also had negative effects on the
Bulgarian Turks. As a result from this hard economic situation, a new wave of emigration started in the summer
of 1992 that was perceived as a threat by the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (the party of the Bulgarian
Turks) for losing a large part of its electorate through immigration. 713 According to Hoepken, economic
emigrants reached 50,000 in 1991-1992.714
5. Analysis: Bulgaria’s Compliance with the ‘Acquis Communitaire’ on Minority Protection
This case study covers Bulgaria’s Europeanization process since Bulgaria became an official candidate
state for European Union membership in 1998 until its accession to the European Union in 2007. I look at the
influence of the ‘significant institutions’ and ‘mobilization of minorities’ on the Europeanization of minority
protection policies in Bulgaria.

Name

Table 1. Major Political Parties and Their Ideologies in Bulgaria 715
Abbreviation Ideology

Bulgarian Communist Party

BCP

Communism

Bulgarian Socialist Party

BSP

Left-wing, Social Democrat

Citizens for European Development of Bulgaria

GERB

Center-right

National Union Attack

ATAKA

Far-right, nationalist party

Movement for Rights and Freedoms

MRF

Pro-Turkish Minority Party

Bulgarian Agrarian People’s Union

BZNS

Left-wing, Center-right

716

5.1. Significant Institutions
The Presidents
The Presidents are the chief of the state in Bulgaria, who is elected by popular vote for a five-year term
and eligible for a second term. With the EU candidacy, Bulgaria has started to seek more friendly relations
between the state and the ethnic minorities, specifically with Turks. In 1997 the newly elected president, Peter
Stoyanov, delivered a speech to the Turkish National Assembly asking for forgiveness for what had been done to
the Turkish minority in Bulgaria. 717 A question concerning the delimitation of part of the border between
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Bulgaria and Turkey and the territorial waters in the Black Sea was resolved after forty years of negotiations,
through an agreement signed in December 1997.718
Despite this attempt of better relations, political representation rights for the ethnic groups, which are
banned by the Constitution, have been a continuing problem in Bulgaria. Ratification of the Framework
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities signed by the Bulgarian President in 1997 and ratified by
the Parliament in 1999, caused a major controversy in Bulgarian politics due to the use of the word ‘minorities’.
According to the Bulgarian Socialist Party, the “Bulgarian realities, historical and contemporary, alike, provide
unambiguous testimony to the fact that despite the differences in the ethnicity, culture, language and religion on
the Bulgarian territory, no national minorities have been shaped out”. 719 The former authoritarian Soviet
background of Bulgaria and accordingly the lack of civil society did not allow the ‘minorities’ to define
themselves in Bulgaria and get the required respect and recognition either in the Constitution or in the society. 720
Thus, the President’s positive attitude, supported with the legal framework could not succeed in
drawing the lines for the term ‘minority’. This is mostly because of the ambiguity in the legal framework in the
human rights and minority protection issues in Bulgaria. Although, the President signed the Framework
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities and the Parliament ratified in 1999, the Constitutional
restrictions on the rights of minorities contradicted with these new provisions.
The Constitutional Court
The Constitutional Court in Bulgaria consists of 12 members, who are selected by the President, thus
have an ideological stand. Although the Constitution forbids the formation of political parties along religious,
ethnic or racial lines, the mainly ethnic Turkish Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF) is represented in
Parliament, and the other major parties generally accept its right to participate in the political process. By way of
contrast, in February 2000, the Constitutional Court ruled that the United Macedonian Organization (OMO)
political party is unconstitutional on the grounds that it promotes separatism.721
Additionally, there have been several unsuccessful attempts on the part of the Socialist (former
Communist) Party to challenge the Turkish Movement for Rights and Freedoms Party (MRF) before the court.
Between 1990 to1996, the Socialists once approached the Constitutional Court with questions about the MRF’s
legitimacy and made petitions. However, the choice of proportional representation created a situation in which
the MRF provided the swing vote in the first elections (1990 – 1994). 722 Hence, both major parties, the
Bulgarian Socialist Party and the Union of Democratic Forces, followed policies designed to make them a
plausible coalition partner of the MRF. 723
The Constitutional Court also rejected the claim by MRF Party on the 1996 Law on Radio and
Television. Although the law did not ban minority languages clearly, it required broadcasting in Bulgarian
only.724 This showed how easily the Turkish television and radio channels in Bulgaria at the local and regional
level would be banned. However, the Constitutional Court did not find this article challenging. The amendments
of the law introduced in 1997 did not address the issue of minority media. 725 However, the law was limited to
the state radio and television, which indirectly opens the possibility for the creation of regional and local
minority media. It was not until July of 1998 that the Bulgarian Parliament added a provision allowing for the
broadcast of programs in foreign languages aired for Bulgarian citizens whose mother tongue is not Bulgarian.
726
Although this has been a good opportunity for the Turkish minorities, the unfavorable economic situation of
the Roma and the lack of support from a mother country, in contrast to the case of the Turkish minority, did not
allow the creation of Roma broadcast channels. With the recommendations from the European Commission, in
October 2000 Bulgarian national television launched Turkish-language newscasts. 727
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5.3. Mobilization of the Minorities
In the case of Bulgaria, the major difference between the two ethnic groups analyzed here, appears to be
their ability to mobilize. The ethnic groups that succeeded in getting support from international community to
advocate their interests in Bulgaria at both local and national level, mostly took the advantage of the negotiating
period before Bulgaria’s entry to the European Union.
For the ethnic Turks, the Movement for Rights and Freedoms has been the main advocate. One of the
main lines of activities of the Movement for Rights and Freedoms in Parliament was to introduce the Turkish
language as a compulsory subject in some municipal schools. This idea began to be a movement supported by
Turks after the collapse of the Communist regime. As of 1991, the Movement for Rights and Freedoms
supported a boycott of the schools, which was aimed at the institution of the study of Turkish as a mother tongue
against the prevention of teaching minority languages in Turkish districts of Kurdzhali and Razgrad. 728 This
movement can be considered as the roots of the fact that Turkish became an unrestricted language either in
education or in broadcasting with the EU candidacy of Bulgaria. With the efforts of MRF, education in Turkish
language in the municipal schools has always been in the political agenda.
Especially during the Communist regime in Bulgaria, Turkish activists were imprisoned frequently. In
the 1970s, there were reports of imprisonment of Turkish teachers and prominent Turkish intellectuals for
protesting against the closure of the Turkish language schools. In 1976, there were reports of joint
demonstrations of Turks and Bulgarian Muslims in the Plovdiv area for the discrimination against the Muslims
in employment and at the closing of mosques. 729 The legal ground for these arrests were Articles 108 and 109 of
the Bulgarian Criminal Code, dealing respectively with “anti-state agitation and propaganda” and “forming or
leading an organization aimed at committing crimes against the People’s Republic of Bulgaria.” 730
The MRF is essentially a party of the Bulgarian Turks, though it has never admitted it openly in official
documents or in its public activity. Almost 90 per cent of its membership and more than 90 per cent of its voters
are ethnic Turks. There are other Turkish parties, which are not so successful and have ideological and political
arguments with the MRF. 731 The traditional moderate attitude of the MRF between the BSP (Bulgarian Socialist
Party) and the UDF (Union of Democratic Forces), which was founded in 1989 as a union of several political
organizations in opposition to the communist government of Zhivkov has made the movement successful.732
Also, the MRF got involved in the adoption of some draft legislation that affected the socioeconomic interests of
that community. 733 The success of the MRF depended on its relations with the major political parties. For
instance, in 1991-2, the MRF supported the UDF (Union of Democratic Forces) minority government and later
on it had contributed to the downfall of this same government. 734 After that, together with the BSP (Bulgarian
Socialist Party), it supported a non-partisan expert government where the MRF got one ministerial seat. 735 All
this shows that the MRF became a platform which provided ground for political mobilization of ethnic Turks.
However, the MRF have never demanded for territorial autonomy and stressed its wish for cultural rights to be
able to last longer in the restrictive political environment of Bulgaria. 736
The analysis of the Roma community compared to that of Turks in Bulgaria shows that the situation of
the Roma community was even worse, since they do not have strong political representation. 737 Thus, the Roma
population in Bulgaria has been subject to discrimination in all spheres of social life. This situation is a result of
both the government policies and of the general negative attitudes towards the Roma in the Bulgarian society.
Furthermore, all types of discrimination have been consolidated with lack of mobilization among ethnic Roma in
Bulgaria. This lack of mobilization among Roma has been an obstacle for implementation of policies. Thus, for
example, implementation of the Framework Program for the Integration of Roma in Bulgarian Society were
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ignored until 2002, which was adopted with a decision of the Bulgarian Council of Ministers in April 1999 after
the agreement between representatives of the more than 70 Roma associations and the Bulgarian government. 738
This Framework requires fighting ethnic discrimination in education, health care, regional and urban
planning, and sports through the introduction of effective anti-discriminatory clauses. 739 It also required
formation of a commission to investigate complaints against illegal discriminatory actions by police officers,
desegregation of Roma schools and the study of the mother tongue as well training Romani language and
fighting racism at school. 740 Obviously the governments have been unwilling, however, Roma failed to mobilize
for becoming citizens with equal rights in Bulgaria.
Although they failed to actively engage in lobbying for the rights of Roma, various NGOs for the
protection of Roma rights have been established. The Roma Democratic Union/United Roma Organization was
the first Roma organization established after 1989. 741 It was founded in 1990 and had some 50,000 members by
1991. It has declared itself as a non-party union of all Roma in Bulgaria, interested in the housing and education
problems, as well as the political and social representation of Roma.742 Although it could not register as an ethnic
political party according to the Bulgarian Constitution, it was allowed to function as a social and cultural
organization.743
Another non-governmental organization, the Human Rights Project founded in 1992, is known as the
most active group working for the protection of Roma rights in Bulgaria. It was the first organization of its kind
in Bulgaria that aims to monitor respect for the human rights of the Roma, their violation, and to provide legal
help. 744 One of the few cases, in which Roma organizations have been active is the Assenov vs. Bulgaria case,
in which a Roma sued a state because of police maltreatment, in which the European Court of Human Rights
decided in favor of Assenov by stating that his rights were violated. 745
6. Post-Accession Developments in Bulgaria about Minority Protection
As discussed above, the experiences of Turks and Roma population had been different in the candidacy
period of Bulgaria. While the Turks succeeded in getting recognition, representation and more rights, the Roma
population of Bulgaria consolidated their disadvantaged position in terms of economic prosperity, political rights
and social integration. Thus, similar to the findings of the Latvian case, the analysis of pre-accession period of
Bulgaria showed that Bulgaria acceded to the European Union in 2007 without fully adapting the “acquis
communitaire”, specifically on human rights and minority protection issues.
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The analysis of the post-accession period between 2007-2012 shows that Roma in Bulgaria continued
facing discrimination in all spheres of social life including high unemployment rate, bad economic conditions,
and the lack of proper education. European Network against Racism (ENAR), which is a network of European
NGOs that combats racism and promotes anti-racist policy development in the European Union describes Roma
as the group most discriminated against in Bulgaria. 746 ENAR also notes that the Roma's "access to basic human
rights, social inclusion, and personal development, is hindered by long-lasting poverty, and a hostile public
climate". 747
The reports of several human rights agencies such as Amnesty International and Bulgarian Helsinki
Committee state that the most stringent problem of the state and Roma relation is the ill treatment and excessive
use of force by the police against the Roma. Thus, the high crime rate among the Roma population has been the
biggest factor determining their relations with the state and the rest of society. A violent anti-Roma launched in
September 2012, which was related to the Roma stereotype perception of the Bulgarian society after an incident
in Katunitza, in which a Bulgarian teenager was killed by a Roma driver. 748 The far right-wing party Ataka held
demonstrations and demanded tough action from the government, even calling for the death penalty to be
reinstated in Bulgaria. 749 Although incitement to racial hatred and discriminatory public communication are
prohibited under Bulgarian law, lack of enforcement for these provisions are widespread in Bulgaria, which can
be counted as one of the most important reasons for Bulgaria’s non-compliance with the EU “acquis” in human
rights issues, even five years after the accession.
The positions of the governments are also very important in these types of racist movements, which
may increase or ease the tensions. Thus, in this specific case of anti-Roma movement in Bulgaria, the tensions
increased with the ignorant attitudes of the government led by Prime Minister Boyko Borisov. Although the
situation of Turks has been considered to be better than Roma based on the various reports of human rights
groups, any anti-Roma movement in Bulgaria cause panic among other minorities especially the Turks as the
largest ethnic group. Thus, after the anti-Roma rallies in 2012, the far-right Ataka Party provoked clashes with
Muslims, who gathered for Friday prayer at a mosque in Sofia, protesting against the use of loudspeakers to
issue the call to prayer. 750 However, shortly after, the ruling center-right political party Citizens for European
Development of Bulgaria (GERB) proposed a declaration adopted by the parliament which condemned the
attack on the mosque. 751
Despite these negative developments, the National Roma Integration Strategy of the Republic of
Bulgaria 2012-2020 was adopted by the National Assembly in March 2012. 752 The Strategy states that it follows
the EU framework for National Roma Integration, and it is reportedly in keeping with the National Action Plan
for the Decade of Roma Inclusion 2005-2015. 753 Thus, Bulgaria is a participant in the Decade of Roma
Inclusion 2005-2015, which is an international initiative of 12 European countries to improve the socio-
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economic conditions of Roma in partnership with NGOs and intergovernmental agencies including, the World
Bank, the UNDP and the Council of Europe. 754
As discussed in the findings of pre-accession period, the ‘mobilization of ethnic minorities’ appeared to
be a significant variable to explain the impact of domestic factors in Europeanization process. The political
representation, which is directly related to the mobilization of ethnic minorities explains the current situation of
Roma in Bulgaria. According to the results of the most recent parliamentary elections in 2009, there were 29
members of minority groups, who were 26 ethnic Turks, and one Roma representative in the National Assembly.
There was one ethnic Turkish minister in the cabinet. 755 Thus, while the ethnic Turkish minority was well
represented, Roma were underrepresented, particularly in appointed leadership positions.
Although, both the ethnic Turks and Roma held elected positions at the local level, anti-Roma incidents
shadowed their success. For instance, in June 2012, a bomb placed in a bag exploded in Sandanski in front of a
cafe owned by the local leader of pro-Roma political party called Evroroma. 756 Thus, in the post-accession
period of Bulgaria, despite the lack of mobilization among Roma due to fear, economic instability and lack of
support, we see a rise in far-right extremism in Bulgaria that promoted anti-Roma sentiment. 757 For example, the
Bulgarian National Guard, which was established in 2007, states its mission as protecting Bulgarians against
Roma ‘terror’. 758 According to the UNHCR report, the Guard participates in a weekly television show and
publishes a monthly newspaper, without being punished for their anti-Roma rhetoric and calling Roma people as
‘gypsy parasites’. 759 The other anti-Roma political party Ataka is described as ‘ultra-nationalistic’, ‘far-right
nationalist’ or ‘xenophobic’. 760 Although, the party promotes anti-Roma sentiments, it finished fourth in both the
2005 and 2009 elections, securing 21 seats in both years and even won 2 seats in the 2009 election for the
European Parliament. 761
The analysis of minority protection issues in the post-accession period of Bulgaria shows that the ethnic
groups, namely Turks, which succeeded in taking advantage of Europeanization in the pre-accession period
continued to mobilize and get political representation. As mentioned above, the Turks ended up with 29
representatives in the National Assembly and one minister in the cabinet in 2009 elections in Bulgaria. On the
other hand, the Roma population has one representative in the National Assembly today in Bulgaria. The antiRoma attitudes supported with the right-wing parties worsened with ignorant center-right governments after
2007. Despite the several provisions ratified by the governments between 2007 and 2012 such as the National
Roma Integration Strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria 2012-2020, lack of enforcement for these provisions
constructs situation of Roma as of 2012.
7. Conclusion: Europeanization of Minority Protection Policies in Bulgaria and the Integration of the
Turks and Roma
The accession negotiations of the EU with Bulgaria were successfully concluded in December 2004 and
the Accession Treaty was signed in April 2005. Thus, Bulgaria became a member of European Union on January
1st 2007. The last reports that declared the successful accession of Bulgaria in European Union still addressed the
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problems needing to be solved about ethnic minorities. 762 Although the candidacy process of Bulgaria supported
ethnic Turks to become integrated in the society, improvements for Roma population were still needed according
to the European Commission.
The analysis of the domestic factors show that the governments served during the time frame of
analysis have not been interested in minority protection policies although the EU membership has been on the
agenda of all of them. According to the European Commission Monitoring Report of 2006, some progress was
made in the area of the protection and integration of the Roma minority. 763 However, substantial efforts were
still needed to promote the social inclusion and integration of Roma into Bulgarian society. Living conditions
need to be improved. Further efforts were needed to combat all forms of intolerance, particularly by fully
applying existing legislation on broadcasting and other activities aiming to combat any form of racism,
discrimination, or xenophobia. Also, the health status of the population and the lack of access to health care,
especially at the regional level and among poorer socioeconomic groups and minorities, were criticized by the
European Commission. 764 Concerning anti-discrimination, there were several attempts in pre-accession period
such as the Commission for Protection against Discrimination was established in 2005 in Bulgaria, Framework
Program for Equal Integration of Roma in Bulgarian Society or the independent Commission for Protection
against Discrimination. 765 Furthermore, a strategy focusing on the education of school children of minorities
including amendments to the National Education Law, came into force, starting from the school year 2003/2004
and the Ministry of Education and Science issued instructions for desegregation of Roma in schools both in 2002
and 2003. 766 Similarly, there have been other efforts from the center-right governments in the post-accession
period, such as National Roma Integration Strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria 2012-2020. However, the
analysis of both pre-accession and post-accession periods of Bulgaria lack reveals that lack of enforcement for
the provisions related to minority protection issues mostly have been affecting Roma population in Bulgaria. In
other words, ignorant position of the governments served between 1997-2007 and 2007-2012 hindered
Europeanization of minority protection policies in Bulgaria.
The Constitutional Court as the effective institution has been acting against the European Union’s
requirements for minority protection with its decisions. The ban on the United Macedonian Organization (OMO)
political party as unconstitutional on the grounds that it promotes separatism and the rejection of the claim by the
MRF Party concerning the 1996 Law on Radio and Television, which banned broadcasting in minority
languages as it included a requirement that broadcasts can only be transmitted in Bulgarian are two major
decision by the Constitutional Court of Bulgaria that slowed down the Europeanization of minority protection
policies in Bulgaria.
On the whole, my analysis on Europeanization of minority protection policies in Bulgaria during the
time frame between 1997-2007 continue to address the situation of the ethnic minorities, in particular, Roma
population, as they are affected not only by actors of the governments and the significant institutions but also
from their inability to mobilize in contrast to the ethnic Turks. Taking advantage of the integration of Bulgaria to
the Europe and European Union, the Turkish minorities succeeded to be integrated into political life through
elected representation at national and local levels in Bulgaria. However, as stated in all European Commission
progress reports between 1997-2007, it is not possible to talk about a perfect compliance for Bulgaria to the
human rights and minority protection acquis of the European Union although it ended up with accession similar
to the case study of Latvia. This analysis is consistent with the developments during post-accession period of
Bulgaria. As discussed before, the Turkish population continued gaining more seats in the Parliament, as well as
recognition and rights due to successful mobilization, while the Roma community remained in their
disadvantaged situation. As a matter of fact, the analysis of Bulgaria also supports my theory of the impact of
domestic factors on Europeanization process, as it shows the significance of the domestic factors on the
Europeanization process in minority protection despite the EU conditionality for membership, which is a fact
that can be generalized to minority protection issues in other EU candidate states.
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